BUILDING FOR A CONNECTED WORLD
As volume and velocity accelerate, enterprises must reimagine their data strategies. A modern enterprise needs incredibly elastic cloud environments with resilient and flexible data center infrastructure. A modern infrastructure provider needs to reduce complexity across a global footprint, while providing long-term financial advantage.

A leader in hybrid-cloud and multi-cloud deployments, CyrusOne (NASDAQ: CONE) offers colocation, hyperscale, and build-to-suit environments that help enterprises enhance the strategic position of their essential data infrastructure.

Cyrusone is a trusted partner to the world’s most innovative companies. We cultivate long-term strategic partnerships based on a foundation of trust, earned over decades of experience. We work harder than anyone to drive our clients’ success, and we deeply appreciate the lasting relationships we’ve built.

We meet our customers exactly where they need to be, helping manage unpredictable demand, and positioning them to drive their business forward.

It’s Time to Rethink Global Strategy

Data Strategy Has Evolved

Flexibility and Agility Are Keys to Growth
CyrusOne cuts complexity by delivering a proven, scalable design. We reduce contracting and build time with a streamlined supply chain, provide efficient environments for next generation computing, and offer flexible connectivity to cloud service providers with outstanding global optionality.

- Power and usage projections, floor planning, connectivity assessment, and implementation scheduling
- Effortless management of key processes, information handling, security, change management, incident management, and service management
- Highly optimized supply chain enables rapid deployment in over 50 existing data centers or new build-to-suit environments

Today’s connected world requires an agile data center, dynamic enough to respond to fast-changing demand signals and enable hybrid cloud strategies. Our cross-functional approach brings together real estate, financial, technical and business expertise, to deliver future-proof solutions at scale.

- Carrier-neutral ecosystem with connectivity to the largest cloud providers
- Right-sized solutions for your needs now and in the future
- Decades of experience building and operating high-performance computing environments for enterprise and hyperscale customers

Your global data strategy is too important to trust with just anyone. Enterprises need a stable data center operator who will bring long-term strategic advantage at scale. Our two investment-grade credit ratings allow streamlined access to low-cost capital, lowering the total cost of ownership while reducing overall risk.

- 24/7 Year-Round Network Ops Center
- Complete transparency in communications, management, billing, and service delivery
- We address the big picture and anticipate the unexpected to enhance the strategic position of your essential data infrastructure
Supporting Global Cloud Deployments With Unmatched Portability

With over 50 data centers in the US and Europe with partners in China (GDS) and South America (Odata), CyrusOne helps our clients scale when and where they need it in a forward-looking architecture that facilitates growth. We take the pain out of modernizing and simplifying IT infrastructure so you can concentrate on what matters most: driving the business forward.

Three Pillars of Sustainability Strategy

CyrusOne will achieve carbon neutrality by 2040 through a multi-faceted approach focused in three areas:

- Responsibility to the environment.
- Responsibility to the community.
- Responsibility to our stakeholders.

"Making a pledge to become carbon neutral within the next 20 years is an important milestone in our mission to increase our global sustainability efforts and help customers toward their sustainability goals."

- Bruce W. Duncan, President and CEO

Visit CyrusOne.com or call 855.564.3193 for more information.

*CyrusOne partners with ODATA in Mexico and South America. CyrusOne partners with GDS in China.